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Why I Love My Job: Tenure Track at a Teaching Institution
Students, postdocs and faculty learned all about this additional career path to a tenured professor position. More information inside!

UPCOMING EVENTS

The CPD continues to develop original programming. Check out upcoming events for March, April and May!

NETWORKING FOR INTROVERTS (AND EVERYONE ELSE!)
March 12 | Upper Max & Sadie Lounge | 4:00-5:30pm | RSVP HERE
Join us for a hands-on, interactive networking workshop. Get tips and learn strategies to help you successfully navigate any networking situation. A great idea for anyone preparing for an upcoming conference, heading to a local professional meetup, or attending a networking event. After the workshop, join us for a light reception and a fun opportunity to practice your new networking skills with your peers.

VIRTUAL CAREER FAIR
March 20 | 9:00am-7:00pm | Register here!
Here is a chance to search for your next career opportunity, learn about career options available for PhDs, and connect with employers – without leaving your desk. Register for the Graduate Career Consortium’s Annual Virtual Career Expo. This event is free for all Albert Einstein College of Medicine PhD students and postdocs.
Click here for a list of employers who are participating.
Click here to see FAQ.

ACCESS CONFERENCE
March 28 | Robbins Auditorium | 4:30-7:00pm | RSVP HERE
We are excited to announce the launch of the first annual Additional Careers Conference by EinStein Students (ACCESS). Professionals from six different areas of business, representing six different companies, will be
here at Einstein for a night of speed networking and information. This event is organized by, and in partnership with, by the Einstein Biotech-pharma Club (EBC), GRO-Biotech, Einstein Consulting Club (ECC), and the Career and Professional Development Program for Graduate Students and Postdocs (CPD).

**BECOMING A PUBLISHING SUPERHERO**
April 2 | Library Training Room - Forchheimer 119N | 4:00-5:30pm | RSVP HERE
Embrace the academic mantra of “publish or perish” by learning the secrets of a publishing superhero! This hands-on seminar, led by experts from Einstein’s D. Samuel Gottesman Library, will review key tools, discuss how to maximize your research, and provide you with publishing smarts to teach you where to submit, how to find new options to make an impact with your research, and more!

**WHY I LOVE MY JOB: A CAREER PATH FROM PHD -> SCIENCE POLICY ADVISER -> FOUNDATION PROGRAM OFFICER**
April 10 | Price Center Room 451 | 12:00 -1:30pm | RSVP HERE
Kenneth Shatzkes, PhD, Associate Program Officer at the Helmsley Charitable Trust, will share his unique perspective on non-traditional career tracks for PhDs. Dr. Shatzkes has navigated both government and non-profit space and will be here to share his insights about how others can get involved in non-traditional tracks such as these.

**IMMIGRATION LAWYER**
May 14 | Price Center Room 251 | 4:00-5:30pm | RSVP HERE
Immigration lawyer, Conrad Pollack, Esq., head of the immigration department at Pollack, Pollack, Isaac & DeCicco, returns to Einstein to talk about visas options and answer all your questions. In addition, we will have a panel of Einstein scientists speak about their experiences securing visas to work in the U.S.

---

**CPD RESOURCES**

AAAS Career Development Portal provides short but robust online courses created specifically for scientists. The courses are designed to deliver focused learning that can be applied immediately, and cover a variety of key topics, including: networking, how to work in teams, communication and more. Access to the courses on AAAS Career Development Portal are free for all Einstein graduate students and postdocs.

To register, click here. To access AAAS Career Development courses, login here.

The only way to really benefit from Einstein's AAAS Career Development Portal is to actually take a course. Which course are you going to take this week? You are the captain of your own career achievement - chart a course for success!

---

**CAREER CORNER**

Dr. Tejas Bouklas, Assistant Professor in the Department of Biomedical Sciences at Long Island University-Post and Einstein PhD alumna, gave a highly informative talk about her career path from undergraduate to graduate student to a tenure-track position at a teaching institution. She offered insight and inside information about the choices she made and key experiences she sought along the way. We thank Dr. Bouklas not only for sharing her invaluable information, but also for being an excellent role model for Einstein students and postdocs, especially for women in science.
FEATURED JOBS

- **Job #: 5819242** Postdoctoral Fellowship Opportunity in Pediatric Oncology, Albert Einstein College of Medicine
- **Job #: 5823225** Senior Manager, Worldwide Research and Development Postdoctoral Program, Pfizer Inc.
- **Job #: 5826224** Assistant Professor (non-tenure track), Rush University Graduate College
- **Job #: 5801529** Senior Scientist, Bacterial Vaccines & Tech, Pfizer Inc.
- **Job #: 5744691** TRIUMPH Postdoc Fellowship - Translational Cancer Research, University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
- **Job #: 5819268** Consultants (All Levels), Acsel Health

Login to view job details! https://www.collegecentral.com/einstein/

Win Einstein Swag!

Email career.development@einstein.yu.edu with the answer to the question below to be entered into a drawing for free swag!

What does ACCESS stand for?

For job postings, career advice and event information
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@einsteincpd
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@einsteincpd
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